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ryston Model T and Model A Series Loudspeakers are engineered to meet the same strict
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“The result, the way I see it, is an outstanding design that basically gets out of the
way of the music” -Ernie Fisher / The Inner Ear
www.bryston.com/c1

productnews
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Naim Audio Muso Wireless Music System
Muso is the first wireless music system from British manufacturer Naim Audio, designed
to bring the Naim sound to a
broader consumer audience
thanks to an approachable price
point. Muso brings together
digital music streaming, amplification and loudspeaker design
within one package, that’s compact and simple to set up. The
system can stream high resolution music from smartphones and tablets as well as laptops and other storage devices. Connectivity includes
AirPlay, UPnP, Bluetooth (aptX), internet radio and native support for popular streaming services. A control
app for Apple and Android devices allows users a clean, simple way to control playback from all music sources.
Muso features six 75 watt digital amplifiers driving each of the Naim custom-designed speakers independently.
It can be used as a central home hi-fi system or, when linked with other Naim streaming players such as the UnitiQute 2 or NDX as a client player, it can create a true high-fidelity multi-room system. The Muso also provides
playback of 24bit/192kHz high resolution music. Coming this fall. $1,450 US (approx; exact CDN price TBA).
www.naimaudio.com | Distributed in North America by Plurison | www.plurison.com |1-866-271-5689

Monitor Audio Airstream A100 Wireless Integrated Stereo Amplifier

Since 1987
www.unisonresearch.com
Distributed in
Canada by
Tri-Cell Enterprises
www.tricellenterprises.com

The Airstream A100 is a wireless integrated amplifier that
blends high quality sound with 21st century technology and
style. Just connect your favourite pair of speakers and it’ll
let you wirelessly stream the music from your Mac or PC,
the latest iOS devices, and online music services like Spotify,
Beats Music, Songza and YouTube. Thanks to its 50 watts
of powerful Class A/B amplification per channel, it is able to
drive a wide range of speakers. Its Class A/B amplifier design is purely analogue and used by the best high-end audio
amplifiers. Whichever source you choose, the A100 will render the sound with astonishing scale, detail and drama. The
breadth of analogue and digital input options available from
the A100 provides virtually unlimited system compatibility. If
smaller speakers are used, add bass punch with a subwoofer
connected to the A100’s line outputs. Downloading the Airstream App will turn your Apple device into a beautiful touch
screen remote, allowing you to easily access all your music
sources. Available in white or black. Out now. $549. www.
monitoraudio.ca | Distributed in North America by Kevro International | www.kevro.com | 905-428-2800
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productnews
Simaudio MOON Neo 430HA Headphone Amplifier
The Neo 430HA headphone amplifier is
loaded with numerous state-of-the-art
features, and available with an optional
digital-to-analog converter. It is designed for listeners with high-end headphones in mind. This fully balanced,
pure analog amplifier includes an output
stage using a discrete transconductance
circuit topology, selectable gain setting
(14 or 20dB), an oversized power supply and a defeatable analog crossfeed
circuit. Rated at 667mW at 600 ohms and 8W at 50 ohms, the Neo 430HA will effortlessly drive any headphones
to their full potential. Borrowing various technologies from the company’s more exotic Evolution series, while
incorporating the most advanced analog audio circuitry, the 430HA will achieve the very best possible sonic
performance from your headphones. The optional DSD256 and 32-bit PCM capable DAC can be used with virtually any digital source such as a computer for streaming music, satellite TV receiver or Blu-ray player, offering the
same fidelity as your music system. $3,500 US + $700 US for the optional DAC upgrade. www.simaudio.com

Onkyo “Emotion Delivered” Mid-Range A/V Receivers
Onkyo’s new THX Select2 Plus-certified TX-NR737 and TX-NR838 network A/V receivers promise to deliver
superior audio performance, while offering an attractive set of features. The new slogan “Emotion Delivered”
neatly expresses Onkyo’s amplification philosophy. Time-proven technology and deep audio engineering knowhow combine to produce sound quality that genuinely moves the listener. The cornerstone of the Emotion
Delivered concept is high current. High instantaneous current realizes ultimate speaker control for uncommonly
accurate and musical audio reproduction, while effortlessly handling impedance fluctuations and the sudden
dynamic changes common to movie soundtracks. Both
models offer 7 HDMI inputs, and 2 outputs - and support
for 4K video at 60 fps, as well as HDCP 2.2 for premium
content. Built-in Wi-Fi and DLNA compatibility allows for
easy streaming of high-resolution music libraries from the
home network and various online music services. Users
can also stream music stored on handheld devices instantly to these receivers via Wi-Fi, or use onboard Bluetooth 2.1 +EDR. TX-NR737 ($1,049), TX-NR838 ($1,399).
www.onkyo.ca

Track Audio 600 Reference SE Speaker Stands

Since 1987
www.unisonresearch.com
Distributed in
Canada by
Tri-Cell Enterprises
www.tricellenterprises.com

Check out these gorgeous new speaker stands from
British manufacturer Track Audio. The base of the
stand is made from tooling spec, high grade aluminium, grained and anodized then fitted with five
isolation units making it the most stable stand the
company has produced to date. This stand is capable of supporting speakers weighing 175kgs with a
top plate measuring 240 x 300mm which can be rotated 90 degrees - making it usable with just about
any bookshelf speakers out there. Each stand is assembled by hand using 125 components, CNC machined from the finest certified materials, sourced in
the UK. The legs are diamond turned then anodised
in black or silver. $TBA. www.trackaudio.co.uk |
Distributed in Canada by Crown Mountain Imports |
www.crownmtnimports.ca | 905-441-1142
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productnews
Nordost Heimdall 2 Headphone Cable
Nordost is venturing into the personal audio market with the introduction of its very first
headphone cable. This new cable will allow users to enjoy the hi-fidelity sound that the
Norse 2 family is renowned for with the added portability, discretion and convenience that
headphones provide. Its construction consists of 32 AWG 7/40 conductors which have been
individually insulated and twisted using Litz construction, which increases the pliability, as
well as eliminates triboelectric noise within the cable and improves upon mechanical damping. Integrating Aramid fibers into the cable design ensures its mechanical integrity, transferring the strain away from the cable’s conductors and to the fibers themselves. The resonating properties of Aramid fibers also enhance sound quality. To take things to the next level,
this cable employs Nordost’s proprietary Micro Mono-Filament technology with extruded
FEP insulation around the conductors, as well as mechanically tuned lengths, which reduce
internal microphony and high-frequency impedance resonance. As a result, the Heimdall 2
Headphone Cable acts as the ideal conduit to transfer an amazingly realistic reproduction of
sound from your system to your hifi headphones. $799. www.nordost.com

Nordost QKOIL QK1 AC Enhancer
If you’re looking to improve the sound of your music system, Nordost would like you to take
a look its new product called the QKOIL QK1, the latest addition to the company’s line of
power products. The QKOIL is the entry level product in the QRT range, a family of modular, non-intrusive devices that deliver measurable sonic enhancements and provide purified
power to your components. At its core, the QK1 is a load resonating coil (LRC) which generates a passive electronic field that has a beneficial sonic effect on the AC current. The QK1
uses Nordost’s proprietary Micro Mono-Filament technology in a loading application to prevent time delay and distortion of the
transmitted signal, making the AC current as close as possible to the desired “distortion-less condition”. In addition to improving
the overtones and pacing of music, the QKOIL opens up midrange frequencies and improves the attack of transient details in the
music. Visually, the QK1 increases clarity of imaging by adding depth and focus. $249. www.nordost.com
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Lights, Camera, Action … IMAX!

Bob Jones

gies of our own home theatre systems over time.
Although an IMAX installation
is an expensive proposition, trickle
down from the commercial market
into the high-end consumer home
market is in fact part of the IMAX
future plans. Although IMAX is
not there yet, they have some exciting news to share about their
recently announced IMAX Private
Theatre offering.
But first, let’s go back in time
to understand where IMAX came
from.

Hundreds of millions of people
around the world have heard the
brand name IMAX. IMAX research shows that consumers generally perceive that the IMAX brand
promises a cinematic experience
like no other, and conjures up
powerful associations of high quality, entertaining and enriching ¿rstperson experiences for the whole
family. The IMAX Corporation
has two primary lines of business
- IMAX Theatre Systems and digitally re-mastering films that play in
its theatres (IMAX DMR). We’ll Are You Experienced?
take a detailed look at each in one While man was returning from the
moon and Jimi Hendrix was reachof the sections below.
Many home theatre enthusiasts ing his zenith at Woodstock, a new
enjoy seeing high quality movies approach was brewing in the movie
in the IMAX format, but is there industry. The IMAX Experience
another reason IMAX should be of has been around since 1970. To
interest to enthusiasts? The fact is date there have been over 300 movthat most commercial technologies ies shot “in full” using IMAX’s
and standards eventually percolate extremely high-resolution cameras
down into the broader consumer and presented at IMAX’s full aspect
market. So, we should keep an eye ratio and another almost 200 mainon IMAX, not only for its growing stream “blockbuster” movies that
contribution to high quality films, have been re-mastered or incorpobut perhaps more importantly, to rated the use of IMAX technology.
see how it will impact the technolo- Today there are over 800 IMAX
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theatres around the globe. Not bad
for a Canadian start up.
IMAX is short for Image Maximum, and is a motion picture film
and digital format along with a set
of cinema projection, sound and
theatre design standards intended
to produce the most captivating and
immersive audio and visual experience. The original IMAX format
and standards were developed by
the IMAX Corporation, founded in
Canada in 1970 by four principals:
Graeme Ferguson, Roman Kroitor,
Robert Kerr, and William C. Shaw.
It all started when two of the
IMAX founders, Kroitor (Producer of the film Into The Labyrinth)
and Ferguson (Producer of the film
Men And The Polar Regions) were
exhibiting films at the World Exposition, EXPO 67 held in Montreal
on Canada’s 100th birthday in 1967.
Both Kroitor and Ferguson were
showing films that utilized multiple projectors to produce a wide
/ surround visual effect. Both men
experienced difficulty in producing
their movies, so they teamed up to
form a company initially known as
“multi-screen”, which later became
IMAX Corporation.
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IMAX
The first IMAX-produced movie
was entitled Tiger Child and premiered as a demonstration at Japan
Expo 70. In 1971, the first permanent IMAX theatre was built at Ontario Place in Toronto and debuted
with the groundbreaking IMAX
movie North of Superior. IMAX
continued to grow with the advent
of world class expositions around
the globe, leading up to OMNIMAX (later renamed IMAX Dome)
for an enveloping video experience
and then to the first IMAX 3D theatre built in Vancouver, Canada in
1986. Today, the US has the largest number of IMAX theatres, followed by China and Russia (and
CIS).
IMAX is also now the favorite
technology for leading filmmakers
of Hollywood blockbuster films
with the latest success of Gravity in
2013 and the remake of Godzilla in
IMAX 3D in 2014.
So what are these IMAX standards, in picture format, projection
approach and the related audio standards and why do they make a difference?
The IMAX Technology
As mentioned earlier, the IMAX
mission is to provide the most immersive and entertaining cinematic
experience. This starts with providing a huge screen with bright
and colourful high resolution images and seating close to the screen

to enhance the immersive feeling.
IMAX screens in commercial
movie theatres can reach up to
118 feet wide and 82 feet tall. The
IMAX screen includes a unique
compound curve unlike any other
theatre screen in existence. A compound curve screen means that the
screen’s inward-facing curve isn’t
uniform; parts of the screen curve
at different rates. The reason for
this design is so that every seat in

(easier to control for the large film
size) at a rate of almost four times
as fast, of 102.7 meters per minute.
In today’s digital standards,
1080p HD represents a size of
1,080 vertical lines or pixels by
1,920 horizontal lines or pixels -sometimes loosely referred to as
2K for the number of horizontal
lines or pixels. A typical 35 MM
film would represent approximately three times the HD horizontal
resolution at 6K horizontal lines or pixels, while a 70MM
IMAX film would
represent a substantially larger 18K
horizontal lines or
pixels. The IMAX
70MM format is almost ten times the
horizontal
resolution of our commonplace HD systems.
A comparison of 35MM and IMAX 70 MM film.
The accompanying
the house gets a great, sharply fo- illustration shows the difference
cused, uniformly bright picture, not in the picture content between 35
just the “money seat”. IMAX isn’t MM and IMAX 70 MM film. The
about compromises.
35mm Academy standard also
Back in the 1970s, films were shot includes an audio track located
and presented in an analog format. between the picture and the left
Typically most large budget films sprocket, while IMAX uses a sepused a 35 MM size (width), and arate audio track not contained on
were vertically fed through the pro- the video recording. The IMAX
jector at a rate of 27.4 meters per audio originally used a 35 MM
minute, while IMAX uses a 70 MM film containing six separate audio
wide film frame size, and is fed channels and was locked to the
through the projector horizontally video system.
IMAX Goes Digital
In the early 1990s, IMAX began
its conversion to a digital environment by first converting the audio
to a six channel DTS mix that was
stored on CD-ROMs and played
along in lock-step with the analog
video. By the end of the decade,
IMAX had adopted its own proprietary digital audio standard consisting of six embedded tracks that
created a full surround sound configuration, which also included a
separate speaker behind the screen
at the top centre to better leverage
the large screen height.
Largely due to the cost of 70MM
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IMAX
film and projection systems, the
digital incarnation of IMAX video
made its debut in 2008. The first
IMAX digital video system used an
IMAX specific subset of the DCI
standard for 2D / 3D stereoscopic
films. The system employed two
2K projectors capable of providing a 2D or 3D 1080p picture. The
two projectors were used to ensure
high luminosity (brightness) for the
large screen implementations.
Some felt that this new IMAX
digital implementation took a step
backward with its lower resolution
than the original 70MM analog film.
This was also complicated by the
fact that many theatre owners were
employing the new IMAX digital
systems in smaller theatres that did
not conform to the original purpose
built large screen IMAX theatres
and OMNIMAX / Dome “enveloping” configurations that followed.
Today, IMAX offers dual 2K digital projection systems, along with
laser tuned 7.1 audio systems that
are deployed in its newest theatres.
Several of the key historic IMAX
sites are being converted to play
both 70 MM analog films and the
newer digital films.
IMAX has also introduced a 4K
3D digital camera system that will
be used in conjunction with the 70
MM analog cameras for filming.
The Businesses of IMAX
As I mentioned at the beginning of
this article, IMAX Corp is engaged
in two principal businesses: IMAX
Theatre Systems and IMAX DMR.
IMAX Theatre Systems involves
the design and manufacture of
premium theatre systems and the
sale, lease or contribution of those
systems to customers under theatre arrangements. These IMAX
Theatre Systems include advanced,
high-resolution projectors; large
screens and patented theatre geometry; sound systems; specialized
theatre acoustics; and IMAX DMR
(Digital Media Re-Mastering)
movie conversion technology and
24/7/365 system monitoring capabilities. All commercial IMAX
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Systems for world wide distribution are developed, manufactured
and tested in Canada at the IMAX
Mississauga facilities. The IMAX
Corporation generally does not own
IMAX theatres, but licenses the
use of its trademarks to exhibitors
along with the sale, lease or contribution of its equipment. As of the
end of 2013, there were 837 IMAX
Theatres in 57 countries around the
world. These include commercial
theatres, museums, science centres
and destination entertainment sites.
IMAX’s DMR business involves
working with a wide variety of studios and film production companies
to perform the Digital Media ReMastering (DMR) of films into the
IMAX format and the exhibition of
those films in the IMAX Theatre
Network. IMAX has co-produced
and worked with a number of
smaller independent studios such
as MacGillivray Freeman to create

mastering (DMR) process. Since
2002, beginning with Apollo 13,
and including such big names as the
Matrix Series, Avatar, Harry Potter
Series, Batman Series, Transformers Series and Star Trek, IMAX
has been involved with almost 200
blockbuster films. This trend is
continuing with a number of films
utilizing IMAX technologies and
scheduled launches in the worldwide IMAX theatre network well
into 2015.
No large budget mainstream film
has ever been filmed using 100%
IMAX technology because of the
cost of the cameras and the film
stock needed. To date the most ambitious use of IMAX technology on
a Hollywood blockbuster was The
Dark Night Rises, with 72 minutes
of IMAX shots, while the remainder of the 165 minute movie was
shot in 35 MM.

What dreams are made of... the IMAX Private Theatre.
over 300 nature, science and space
oriented films that are filmed entirely with IMAX cameras. IMAX has
also worked with prominent studio
names such as Universal Studios,
20th Century Fox, SONY / Columbia, Warner Bros., Disney, PIXAR,
Dreamworks and Paramount and
leading Hollywood filmmakers to
either film portions of their movies
using IMAX cameras or to remaster
their films into the IMAX format
using IMAX’s Digital Media Re-

The Next Big Thing …
IMAX Private Theatre
IMAX has recognized that as audio and video technologies have advanced, people are looking to spend
more time in the convenience of
their home to enjoy music, movies and other media. To this end,
IMAX has launched their new “line
of business” called the IMAX Private Theatre. IMAX has exacting
standards that must be met in order
to be approved to install the system,
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IMAX
including specifications on room size, mersive
movie
acoustical treatment, light-levels, projec- experience in the
tion booth space, theatre geometry, and world. Let’s take
power supply. For example, for an IMAX a closer look at
Private Theatre that sits 14 viewers, a the combination of
custom room is required with the dimen- proprietary
techsions of roughly 15’6” high, 26’6” wide nologies and cusand 35’6” deep, plus a projection room tom architecture
(8’ high x 14’ wide x 10’ deep). A large that are unique to
private theatre requires even more space. IMAX.
Based on these sizes and the price tag of
First, IMAX creapproximately $2.25 Million, it is clear ates the optimal
that the IMAX Private Theatre is targeted viewing environat the ultra-rich. The IMAX slogan for the ment by engineerPrivate Theatre is “Everyone Has Experi- ing the room’s
enced It, Few Will Own It.”
shape and seating
Although we all drool over the latest Fer- placement to fully
The two projectors at the heart of the IMAX Private Theatre
rari or Bugatti, while recognizing that we exploit the feainclude a special mirror rig between them.
will probably never own one, it is still fun tures of the legendto dream about it. At this time, the IMAX ary IMAX screen,
liver the ultimate in power, dynamic range
Private Theatre is another one of those which is curved and spans from floor to and precision for a truly visceral experigrand dreams.
ceiling and wall to wall. The result is a ence you can feel. The IMAX Private
The IMAX Private Theatre uses the full panoramic view that fills your periph- Theatre also uses a proprietary microsame technology that the company uses eral vision more than any other cinematic phone system that collects data from each
in commercial multiplexes: a curved experience, giving you the feeling that individual audio channel and performs
floor-to-ceiling, wall-to-wall screen; a you are part of the action.
daily tuning calibrations, correcting the
high-resolution, dual-projection system
Specific sound isolation requirements response of the channel, so the sound you
that can handle 2-D and 3-D formats; and must be met before the components can hear is always perfectly tuned.
an audio system with laser-aligned loud- be installed. This ensures that not only
To learn more about the IMAX Private
speakers and microphones that perform will you not hear outside sounds interfer- Theatre, please check out www.IMAXPridaily calibrations to ensure perfect sound. ing with the movie experience, but very vateTheatre.com.
It is modeled after the private and rela- little sound will escape the theatre to distively small screening room IMAX built rupt others outside the space.
What Else Is New At IMAX
in Santa Monica, California, for filmmakIMAX uses a proprietary, state of the IMAX has also recently announced a
ers to see their movies in the format before art dual 4K projection system that deliv- new partnership. It’s now forming a 50the public release.
ers crystal clear, high lumen / high con- 50 joint venture with TCL Multimedia
IMAX recently signed an agreement trast images to create a visual experience Technology Holdings Ltd. (China). The
with startup Prima Cinema to make select so real in either 2D or 3D, it will take your companies say the new integrated home
first-run films in the IMAX format avail- breath away.
theatre system will incorporate IMAX
able to customers on the same day they
There are two projectors at the heart of projection and sound technology and will
come out. Prima delivers first-run studio the system, each roughly being 4ƍ high x 4ƍ launch in China and other markets in 2015.
movies to private screening rooms for wide x 2ƍ deep and weighing 1200 pounds
The brand extension of IMAX into the
about $500 each. The Prima Cinema sys- each. The projectors face each other and home theatre arena is also the first step in
tem costs approximately $35,000.
their light output is collimated with a research and development efforts to see
The IMAX Private Theatre is designed specially-designed, patent-pending mir- where else the company’s technology can
as a complete system, rather than a num- ror rig which sits between the projectors. work. Richard Gelfond (IMAX CEO)
ber of disparate components assembled Each projector has a 4K resolution (also cites computer displays and other perin a room as is often the case with many known as Ultra HD, which is 4x the reso- sonal devices as areas of interest. Forget
home theatre systems. Every aspect of the lution area of the current high-definition about an IMAX television, even if it were
IMAX Private Theatre – from IMAX’s re- 1080p format). Both projectors run simul- to cost as much as a house. “We’ll never
nowned projection and sound technology taneously for 3D viewing, projecting both put the IMAX name on something unless
to the room acoustics and theatre geom- left eye and right eye images, and for 2D it’s up to IMAX standards,” says Gelfond,
etry – work as a fully integrated solution material, the system will alternate use of a former investment banker who bought
that IMAX optimizes specifically for your one projector at a time.
the company with a partner in 1994. “Can
home.
Then there is the IMAX surround sound we evolve the technology in a more afThere are a number of pieces that make system which features seven laser-aligned fordable context? I think eventually, we
the IMAX Private Theatre the most im- loudspeakers, plus a subwoofer, that de- will.”
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Nordost Cables, Power Products
& Resonance Control Devices
Helping You Realize the Full Potential of Your Audio System

Suave Kajko
If you have upgraded some of the cables essarily a good thing. In the worst cases,
in your audio system than you are already some products actually degrade the sound.
aware of the difference that high quality A regional show, where dozens of compacables can make. If on the other hand, nies showcase their latest gear, is a great
you’ve never tried higher quality cables in place to hear demonstrations of various
your system, we encourage you to give it audio components and cable products.
a try and discover the improvements for Most audio video retailers will also gladly
yourself. Many music lovers are aston- demonstrate the sonic improvements that
ished to discover how significantly bet- a well matched cable can bring to an audio
ter and more realistic music sounds with system.
good cables and accessories in their sysIn this feature article, we would like to
tem. So what’s the best approach to up- expand your knowledge on the subjects
grading the performance of your system? of cables, power products and resonance
Start by doing some research on the topic control devices. We would like to also inbecause not all cables and audio accesso- troduce you to Nordost, one of the most
ries are made equally. While there are a respected audio and video cable makers in
number of very well regarded cable and the world, and its wide range of products.
accessory manufacturers, there are also Finally we also address some of the complenty of manufacturers that make unjus- mon questions that you might have as a
tified claims about their products. Before music listener and reader of this magazine.
upgrading any parts of your system, we
recommend reading articles and reviews Meet Nordost
from a few reputable sources.
Nordost’s humble beginning dates back to
Just as with loudspeakers and audio 1991 in Massachusetts, as a cable manucomponents, it is always best to audition facturer specializing in the audio field, uticables and accessories if possible. Noth- lizing precision conductor solutions first
ing compares to hearing with your own developed for the aerospace industry. All
ears whether an audio product or acces- Nordost product designs have a firm founsory improves the sound of a system. In dation that starts with scientific research
some cases, certain components and ac- and development, and finishes with excessories change the sound of a system, tremely precise building techniques. The
rather than improving it, which isn’t nec- company’s design philosophy is to pro-
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duce cables that have a low mass design,
with an optimal signal transfer and perfect
impedance matching. The company understands that cables, by nature are filters.
It is therefore their goal to filter the sound
as little as possible so that you are left with
an impression of the music, not of the cabling. Its first product, the Flatline Gold
speaker cable introduced in 1992, is a perfect example of this, deriving technology
originally used by NASA for their space
shuttle program which resulted in a cable
that was extremely durable with a geometry that offered impressively low capacitance and inductance while achieving very
high signal speeds. For more than two decades now, Nordost has continued to push
the envelope of cable design and technology, in turn improving the performance of
audio systems around the world. Today,
Nordost offers a full range of analog and
digital audio and video cables, as well as
numerous power products and resonance
control devices designed to improve the
sound of audio systems. Nordost proudly
designs and manufactures all of its products in Massachusetts, USA.
Now let’s take a look at some of the common questions and concerns that audio
and video enthusiasts might have about
cables. The topics below are explained
thanks to insights and answers provided
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nordostspotlight
by Nordost.
What benefits can you expect by upgrading the cables in your system?
Swapping the OEM cables that came inside the box with your component with
upgraded cables can go a long way to
unleashing the true power of your audio
or home theatre system. In a music system, you can expect a number of improvements in the overall level of performance.
Nordost cables typically offer a much
lower noise floor, allowing you to hear
significantly more musical details and a
soundstage that stretches wider, deeper
and taller - in addition to having a better
definition. This means that instruments
and voices will sound richer and more accurate. The soundstage will offer more air
and you’ll be able to distinguish the placement of the vocals and various instruments within the soundstage as you would
in a live performance. Nordost cables
also offer an increased coherency in the the last 6 feet of the power delivery sys- What is better - a balanced (XLR) or
tem (the power cable) make a difference unbalanced (RCA) connection?
timing, and dimension.
There are different ways of implementing
In a home theatre system, you can ex- in your system?
pect the same kind of sonic improvements. A better way to think about this, is that the balanced connections in audio compoAdditionally when using Nordost’s Amer- power cable that comes out of your wall nents and as a result the balanced output
ican-made HDMI cables, there will be less is actually the first 6 feet of your audio performance of one component can vary
of a delay when switching speaker chan- or video system. The sound that reaches significantly compared to another. Balnels, as well as increased picture depth your ears is in fact AC power that has been anced connections are typically used in
and dimensionality. As a result you will sculpted by your audio components into sound studios that are often electrically
find yourself more immersed sonically musical frequencies. If you feed your sys- congested environments and where long
and visually in your movies and TV pro- tem with unclean power what you’ll end cable runs are required. In home audio
gramming, making the experience more up with is sound performance that lacks systems we normally use much shorter
in many areas. Therefore, feeding clean cables. If you’re not sure what connecrealistic.
power to your components is critical and tion to choose, the best thing to do is to let
Which cables should I upgrade first in starts with the power cord of your power your ears be the judge.
my system? A recommended cable up- strip or conditioner.
So how can a Nordost power cable im- Does the length of a power cable, intergrade path
Nordost recommends upgrading cables prove the performance of your system? connect or speaker cable matter?
in the following order - power cables, in- Our homes are filled with RF interference Within reason according to Nordost, the
terconnects (digital and/or analog) and which can be easily picked up by inade- longer the cable run, the better. That’s
speaker cables. Following this upgrade quately designed power cables, which in because Nordost carefully constructs its
path will help to establish a firm founda- turn introduces grain and pollution, and cables in specific lengths that offer optition on which you can build your audio or raises the source impedance of the AC mal performance. The optimal length of
video system. Proper distribution of AC power. Nordost cables are designed to each cable is defined by how a particular
cable is constructed, and hence varies by
power and ground has the greatest effect avoid these specific issues.
At CANADA HiFi we always recom- type and model of cable. The exact cable
on your system’s performance and sets
the sonic signature of the system. Your mend connecting your audio or video sys- lengths in your system will be dictated by
upgrades should follow the flow of the tem to a dedicated power outlet in your the placement of your components and the
home. This will provide a clean power size of your listening space.
audio signal.
foundation for your system, by ensuring
Power lines run for hundreds of miles that home appliances, lights and other de- Does Nordost have a trade up program?
before reaching your home, and then vices don’t share the same power circuits Yes, Nordost dealers do offer a trade up
all throughout your home before they and pollute the AC that you feed into your program across its range of products.
Please contact your local Nordost dealer
reach your audio equipment. How can system.
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nordostspotlight
for details.
Meet the Nordost range of cables
Nordost offers a diverse range of cable
products, well suited for all audio and
home theatre systems and budgets. Its
cables are arranged into four product
families - Leif, Norse 2, Reference and
Supreme Reference. Each successive
family builds upon the technology used in
the previous, improving the performance
as you move up the lines.

power supplies in components, as well as
drivers and crossovers in loudspeakers. To
solve these problems Nordost has developed a range of resonance control devices.
Both Nordost’s Sort Kones and Sort Füt
units are mechanically tuned resonance
control devices that act as mechanical
diodes, creating a direct ground path that
allows extraneous energy to escape from
the electronics. Without these disruptive
vibrations, your system will sound more
natural and lifelike, your music more
lively and engaging. You will be left exceedingly satisfied with the performance
achieved by your audio system.

• The Leif family is comprised of the
White Lightening, Purple Flare, LS Blue
Heaven and LS Red Dawn products. This
series utilizes a solid cable core, silver- Nordost QRT power products - what
plated conductors, FEP insulation, me- sonic improvements can they bring to
chanically tuned construction and propri- your system?
etary connectors.
Nordost QRT power products are de• The Norse 2 family is comprised of the signed to alleviate the impact of poor
Heimdall 2, Frey 2 and Tyr 2 products. quality AC power on your sensitive elecThis series uses all of the above plus Nor- tronics. They accomplish this by limiting
dost’s proprietary Micro Mono-Filament the RFI (radio frequency interference)
cable construction, mechanically tuned and timing errors associated with the AC
lengths and patented MoonGlo connec- line, as well as preventing time delay and
tors.
distortion of the AC signal. The result is
• The Valhalla Reference family consists AC power that is closer to the desired “disof the Valhalla and Valhalla 2 products. tortion-less condition” all without limiting
This series uses all of the above but up- the peak current that’s required by your
grades to Dual Mono-Filament construc- electronics.
The QRT power product
tion, proprietary Holo:Plug connectors range consists of the QBase Power Distriand uses asymmetrical grounding on in- bution Bars, the QX power purifiers, the
terconnects.
• The Odin Supreme Reference is Nordost’s flagship family of cables. This
series uses all of the above (with the exception of the Holo:Plug) and adds TSC
(Total Signal Control) technology and
ART (Advanced Resonance Technology).
Nordost resonance control devices why is resonance control important in
your system?
It’s no secret that mechanical vibration
degrades the performance of individual
components and whole sound systems
drastically. One way to minimize this
negative effect is through the use of isolation devices, separating the component
from outside forces that would harm
sound integrity. Nordost, however, takes
a different approach to solving this problem. The company believes that the most
harmful mechanical energy doesn’t enter the equipment from the outside - it’s
generated internally by audio circuits and
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QV2 AC Line Harmonizer and the QKoil
QK1 AC Enhancer. With the use of QRT
products in your system you can expect
to hear a lower noise floor, an increased
image depth with a tighter focus, a wider
soundstage, improvement in the overtones, more accurate pacing of the music,
a greater dynamic range and a more fluid

musical expression.
In a very competitive market, with diverse technologies and designs, what
differentiates Nordost’s products from
other manufacturers? What advice
would you give to consumers who are
shopping for cables/accessories?
Nordost puts a premium on research, and
thanks to this focus, the company has been
able to separate itself from its competitors
by introducing revolutionary technologies such as the Micro Mono-Filament
construction, the Dual Mono-Filament
construction and a variety of proprietary
connectors, such as the HOLO:PLUG.
Nordost also uses extruded FEP, the most
effective insulation in the industry due to
its low loss signal and high thermal efficiency, in its cable designs. The company is meticulous in the production of its
cables and accessories, and the details that
go into the construction of every finished
product that leaves its facility.
When shopping for cables and accessories, Nordost advises consumers to “try
before you buy”. Nordost is a huge proponent of demonstrating cables so that you
can hear the differences that the cables
make in your system before purchasing
them. Every Nordost dealer is outfitted
with the cables needed to provide their
customers with a valuable demonstration

of Nordost products.
Has cable design & engineering reached
its peak? Or are there opportunities for
further advancement?
Nordost believes that there is no end to
the innovation possible in cable design.
Thanks to the company’s unwavering fo-
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nordostspotlight
cus on research and development, its team
is constantly finding areas to advance the
industry and to push the “sonic boundaries”, so to speak. The company is exceedingly enthusiastic about the solutions that
they are going to be able to provide to music listeners in the future.
What are some of the latest product offerings from Nordost?
Valhalla 2 Cables: Since the introduction
of the original Valhalla cables fourteen
years ago, it has become a benchmark for
performance in the consumer electronics
industry and a great success for Nordost.
However, over the years Nordost has been
able to develop cutting edge production
techniques and technological innovations
that both improve the quality and precision of the manufacturing process and

loudspeakers and audio racks. Its pro- superb geometrical accuracy and consisprietary construction, consisting of four tency, combined with exceptional elecparts, eliminates unwanted mechanical trical and mechanical characteristics for
vibration by providing a direct grounding low-loss, high-speed data transmission.
path. This allows Additionally, the Blue Heaven HDMI
extraneous energy cable is entirely manufactured and handto escape from the terminated in the USA, allowing Nordost
loudspeakers and to govern the quality and consistency in
racks.
Employ- every step of the process. The Blue Heaving the Sort Füt in en is the only HDMI cable that can make
your system sig- this claim and it shows clearly in the renificantly reduces sults - it exceeds the HDMI standard and
intermodulation has gained the demanding DPL Seal Of
distortion, allows Approval.
propagation
of
musical informa- Discover the world of Nordost products
tion, and increases online
tonal and textural We invite you to unlock the full potential
details that will of your audio or home theatre system by
allow your system exploring the full range of Nordost cables,
to achieve its full dynamic range poten- resonance control devices and power
tial. The Sort Füt is available both as an products at www.nordost.com.
individual unit and in a Premium
Package of 4 units, which includes
an adjustment tool, a laser leveling
system and detailed instructions
necessary to get any system sorted
with ease and precision.

propel the capabilities of the products to
previously unattainable levels. Valhalla
2 Cables use the company’s Dual MonoFilament technology, along with an innovative, proprietary connector called the
HOLO:PLUG, designed to be the best
possible interface between the cable and
the component. The combination of these
two ground-breaking technologies allows
Nordost products to perfectly match the Blue Heaven HDMI Cable:
company’s philosophy of low mass de- When choosing an HDMI cable
sign, optimal signal transfer and perfect you want the best picture, the best
impedance matching. Valhalla 2 cables sound, and complete reliability.
are available as analog, digital and tone- The Blue Heaven HDMI cable is
arm interconnects, as well as loudspeaker your answer. What makes the Blue
and power cables.
Heaven HDMI so superior? That’s
simple: technology and consisSort Füt: The Sort Füt is a mechanically tency. Nordost’s proprietary Micro
tuned resonance control device designed Mono-Filament technology creto improve the performance of your ates a precision wound cable with
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Aëdle VK-1 Valkyrie Headphones
Malcolm J. Gomes
It is easy to assign personalities to headphones. Some are sleek, slim and stunningly statuesque like a supermodel, but
usually with not much substance between
the ears. You get the brawny, muscular
models that will take a lot of punishment
without flinching but lack the elegance
to be easy on the eyes. You get the loud
mouths, which deliver the music not just
to your ears but also to all those around
you as well, whether they like it or not.
You get the tiny in-ear headphones that
are like wallflowers in the way they visually blend into the background so discreetly that others cannot even tell that
you are wearing them. You also get the
gaudy type with colours and hues that
are louder than the sound they produce.
You get headphones that are nerdy, in that,
they can perform at very high levels but
have the socially awkward personality
of a wet rag. In terms of materials used,
with a few exceptions, the world of headphones is dominated by cheap, plasticky
models that are as flimsy as they look.
Then along comes Aëdle, ushering in
something quite unique in the world of
headphones with a model that answers to
the name of VK-1 Valkyrie. It would not
be far fetched to say that it is a work of audio art with a dual personality, in a good
way that is. I have never encountered any
pair of headphones that combines beauty
and brawn like the VK-1 does. It is like
encountering a person with the elegance
and beauty of Cindy Crawford but with
the brute strength, power and toughness
of Hulk Hogan.

design | features
The VK-1 arrived at my doorstep for
the review, draped in a way that I would
expect fine jewelry to be packaged. The
matte black box opens to reveal the headphones nestled in a form fitting enclosure
with a stainless steel card engraved with
the brand name and logo on the front, as
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well as the model name and identification
number on the rear. Behind the card is
another black box with an airline adaptor, a gold plated 3.5mm to 6.3mm stereo
adapter and a detachable aramid fiber
coated cable for the headphones. Embedded in the main box lid is an impeccably

tailored black padded travel pouch with a
magnetic closing mechanism that allows
you to carry around the headphones in
style. While unboxing these headphones
I distinctly felt its French heritage and it
vindicated the reasons why France is considered one of the fashion capitals of the
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world. The incredible attention to detail satisfied with their very first product - the
performance
only heightens your anticipation of what VK-1 Valkyrie headphones.
the sonic performance of the headphones
Since I received a brand new unit for I therefore began the auditioning process
would be.
the review, I had to make sure it was thor- with high expectations and I must say, I
I had seen photos of the VK-1 prior to oughly broken-in before the review so I was not disappointed. First of all, these
receiving it and was aware that it is an el- plugged in the aramid fiber cable into the are one of the most comfortable over the
egant piece of gear, but holding it in my headphones and connected it to one of my ear headphones I have encountered. That
hands for the first time I realized that the receivers playing a jazz radio station. I smooth as a baby’s bottom lambskin truly
photos did not do it justice. This is truly allowed a break in period of 180 hours be- pampered my ears. They are so light and
a visually stunning pair of headphones. fore I began auditioning these headphones. comfortable, just a few minutes after putThese headphones are available in two coDuring the break-in period I did some ting them on, you are quite likely to forget
lours, the classic edition is silver and tan reading on the technology behind these that you are wearing them.
(leather) and a limited edition is carbon headphones. I learnt that their 40mm
I began the audition with the “Long road
black. I was sent the latter.
transducers consist of titanium dia- back from Eden” track from the Eagles alThis work of art is a real treat not just phragms and neodymium magnets to con- bum of the same name. This track is over
for your eyes but also for your sense of vert the signal into sound. The driver per- 10 minutes long and, during an audition, I
touch. The main structural parts include formance is further boosted by the passive usually listen to just a few minutes of it.
the 5-axis supra-aural ear cups, which are bass enhancement system that is built into Not so with the VK-1. I found myself enstylishly sculpted using a CNC machine, the ear cups. This is a closed construction joying the music so much, I felt motivated
from T6066 aircraft grade virgin alumin- configuration, which is more efficient at to listen to the whole track. The harmoium ingots. The headband core is made keeping ambient noise at bay while mini- nious voices and famed musical acumen
out of sturdy yet flexible manganese steel mizing the leakage of sound waves that of Don Henley, Glenn Frey, Timothy B.
alloy that has been coated with liquid sili- could reach those around you. This is a Schmit and Joe Walsh was delivered with
cone. This is then cloaked in genuine full big advantage in public spaces, because such incredible musicality, defining it
grain, smooth as silk lambskin that is hand I am no stranger to being told by perfect with the usual audio terms like timbre acsewn into place with the finesse that only strangers to dial down the volume because curacy, tonal colours, width of soundstage
a master leather craftsman that takes great they were bothered by my music.
and dynamic range extension would not
pride in his or her work, is capable of.
On the technical side the VK-1 Valkyrie do it justice. Rather the music flowed with
This high-grade buttery soft genuine weighs 216 grams and has an impedance such liquidity and realism, that it was hard
leather theme continues with the ear pads of 32 ohms, a frequency response of 20 not to allow the sound to just wash over
that are tailored from lambskin leather and Hz to 20 kHz, total harmonic distortion of you while hugging you in its emotional
filled with protein foam that is so pliable, less than 0.5%, a maximum input power embrace.
it gently caresses your ears while firmly level of 40 mW and a maximum sound
The extraordinarily low noise floor of
molding to their contours. I can tell you pressure level of 129 dB. The manufac- the VK-1 allows me to fully appreciate
that it feels luxurious, but you have to ex- turer’s warranty is against any material the highs, which are delicate without beperience it for yourself to truly understand defect or workmanship and is valid for ing too sweet. The midrange is textured
how this pair of headphones pampers your one year from the date of purchase. The and bountiful while allowing an incredother senses even before you give them a recommended retail price in Canada is ible amount of air between the instrulisten.
$549 while in the United States it is $499. ments. No headphone can replicate the
The unveiling of the VK-1 Valkyrie
Aëdle got off to a great start with their thrilling physical impact of the bottom
reflects the tale of how Aëdle, the com- very first product. Even before they start- octave being transmitted through the air
pany behind them, was founded in 2011 ed shipping the VK-1, just a few days by loudspeakers. This is because we perin Brittany, France. When Raphael Lebas from the time they started accepting pre- ceive these ultra deep bass sound waves
de Lacour and Baptiste Sancho carefully orders they were so swamped, that their not just through our ears but also with our
handpicked the team of talented French first production run sold out. I have to as- whole body. In fact with the very best fullprofessionals from audio engineering, in- sume that the orders were from customers range loudspeakers we can actually feel
dustrial design, manufacturing and arts, that were totally enamored by the design, this bass in our bones. Having said that,
they did it through the lens of the goal style and build quality of the VK-1, be- the bass delivered by the VK-1 has got to
that they had set - no compromise. They cause they sure as heck were not able to be one of the best I have heard from headare determined to employ construction make a judgment call based on the sonic phones in this price range. It is tight, full,
material and manufacturing methods that performance as, hitherto, no full scale re- deep and very tuneful.
would result in products that would repre- views have been published. I am guessing
Next, I auditioned Anjani Thomas’ “The
sent the best in their class not just in terms that customers felt that if the sound per- Golden Gate”. Anjani has a truly golden
of sound performance but also in sheer formance was even half a good as the styl- voice with an incredible amount of texdesign elegance. It took the founders and ing and build quality, they were getting ture and range. Most of the headphones
their team two long years of intense re- their money’s worth.
that I have auditioned are just not capable
search and development before they were
of delivering all the layers of texture in
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this diva’s honey-toned voice. The VK-1
is different. Its superb midrange delivers
this with ease.
I then listened to Greg Brown’s “Where
is Maria”. Greg’s rustic, gravely voice is
an acquired taste and needs to be reproduced really well to be fully appreciated.
Through the VK-1, I thoroughly enjoyed
Greg’s voice as well as his guitar prowess.
The guitar strums are rendered with such
eerie realism, it is a ‘you are there’ kind
of feeling.
For a change of pace I listened to Serge
Rachmaninoff’s Symphonic Dance No.1
performed by the Minnesota Orchestra
conducted by the inimitable Eiji Oue. The
dynamic range on this track is incredibly
wide and the tutti has an exploding crescendo that drives most headphones into
very audible distortion. The VK-1 took all
this in stride, sounding big as a house and
as majestic as any philharmonic orchestra
can sound on a pair of headphones.
I ended the audition with Arne Domnerus’ “Antiphone Blues” which was recorded in the cavernous Spanga Church in
Sweden. The amount of emotion that Arne
can express when playing his saxophone
is second to none and it is a delight to hear
all that emotion through the VK-1. All the
subtleties and nuances of Arne’s genius on
the sax come through in spades.
One thing that most headphones are not
so good at recreating accurately is the
soundstage. With most headphones you
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would mean that it is unwise
to let children use these headphones as they are likely to
crank up the SPL to dangerous levels and permanently
damage their hearing in the
process.
This is not unlike allowing
teenagers to drive extremely
fast cars. Just as it takes a
lot of maturity and control to
handle the power of muscle
cars safely, so too it takes maturity to use headphones like
the VK-1 which deliver such
high SPLs. With most ultra
low distortion headphones
like the VK-1, the distortions that usually cue you to
the fact that the music is too
loud, are mostly absent. This
gives ultra low distortion
headphone users, especially
get the sensation that the sound is inside
your head rather than in front of you, like children, a false sense of security, as they
you experience at a live performance. Of turn up the volume ever louder to dangerthe few headphones that do render the ous levels that could even cause tinnitus.
At $549 CAD, the VK-1 is not exactly
soundstage accurately, most of them carry
a four-figure price tag. There are a pre- cheap, but in this price range, you will
cious few headphones below $1,000 that be hard pressed to find another pair of
have the ability to vividly paint the width, headphones with the extraordinary build
depth and height of a soundstage for a tru- quality, sonic performance and incredly holographic sonic image and the VK-1 ibly elegant design of these headphones.
Heck, I have auditioned predominantly
is one of them.
Aëdle has very thoughtfully included in plastic headphones that will probably last
its owners manual, a table that guides you just a couple of years before giving up the
on how long you can safely listen to their ghost, being sold for prices that approach
headphones at various sound pressure lev- the price of the VK-1. Compare that to the
els. According to them, at a 90 dB SPL, bullet proof build quality, timeless design
you can safely listen to the VK-1 for 8 and enviable sonic performance of the
hours every day. At 95 dB, that goes down VK-1 which, with proper care, should last
to 4 hours. At 100 dB the recommended a lifetime, and you are looking at a pair of
listening time is cut to 2 hours and at 105 headphones that offers what is probably
dB, anything over one hour per day is not the best value in its price range.
recommended. The table goes on to list
quickinfo
recommended listening duration for 110
and 115 dB, but I, for one, would not recommend listening at these levels even for
Aëdle
very short durations of time as there is a
www.aedle.net
good chance of experiencing temporary or
even permanent hearing loss.
Distributed in Canada by
To give you an idea as to how loud those
Rutherford Audio Inc.
levels are, Deep Purple, one of the loudwww.rutherfordaudio.com
est live rock bands ever, were measured
1-866-271-5689
at 117 dB at one of their concerts and that
was loud enough to render a few people
Aëdle VK-1 Valkyrie Headphones
in the crowd unconscious. The fact that
Price: $549 CAD
the VK-1 can deliver SPLs at these levels
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Anthem MRX 510 AV Receiver

Suave Kajko
For a while now, the marketplace has sites. The midrange MRX 500 model was nels driven), the MRX 510 steps up the
been a battleground for AV receivers awarded CANADA HiFi Editor’s Choice. power to 75 watts/channel (with 5 chanboasting the latest and greatest features. Fast forward to today and Anthem now nels driven) and the MRX 710 tops out at
Most of today’s AV receivers pack a offers its second generation of AV receiv- 90 watts/channel (with 5 channels driven).
mind boggling set of features, with each ers which includes the MRX 310 ($1,319), Be careful when comparing these power
new generation attempting to top the the MRX 510 ($1,759) and the MRX 710 ratings with AV receivers from other
previous. But does everyone really need ($2,199).
brands, as most other manufacturers state
all these features? Most people I know
their power ratings with only one chandesign | features
use their AV receivers to watch movies
nel driven, which makes them seem more
and listen to music, and often don’t use
So what’s new in the second generation? powerful, but is misleading. The MRX
most of the fancy features. Somewhere Anthem upgraded and refined the new AV 510, under review here, for example puts
during this AV receiver battle however, it receivers in a number of key areas. The out 100 watts/channel when driving just
seems that audio performance has taken most important of these is further im- 2 channels.
a back seat. Luckily for the real music proved sound quality thanks to the ampliBut the enhancements of the second
and movie fans, there is one company that fier section now equipped with Anthem’s MRX generation don’t stop there. All
puts performance ahead of features - that Advanced Load Monitoring which con- three models are equipped with more
manufacturer is no other than Anthem. stantly monitors the output. Equally sig- HDMI inputs than ever before (version
For many years Anthem has offered leg- nificant is the ARC 1M, an enhanced ver- 1.4), a very welcome upgrade - the MRX
endary sounding processors and amplifi- sion of the highly regarded Anthem Room 510 and MRX 710 have 7 rear inputs (plus
ers but due to hefty price tags they were Correction system found in the previous 1 on the front panel), while the MRX 310
attainable only to those with deep pock- generation models. The ARC 1M system has 7 rear inputs. Perhaps an even bigets. All that changed however about three enables speakers to achieve their full po- ger news item is the inclusion of dual
years ago when the company entered the tential in less-than-ideal room environ- HDMI outputs across the whole model
AV receiver market with the introduc- ments - in other words, rooms like mine range. 4K up-scaling and pass-through of
tion of three models - the MRX 300, the and yours. The MRX 510 and MRX 710 video sources is also a necessary upgrade,
MRX 500 and the MRX 700. Finally models offer 7 channels of power, while as is the HDMI Audio Return Channel.
enthusiasts with smaller budgets could the MRX 310 offers 5 channels. The oth- Topping out the video features, Anthem
get a taste of the Anthem sound - hurray! er primary difference between the three promises faster HDMI source switching.
All three models were extremely well re- models is the power rating (8 ohms, 20
Other notable improvements of these
ceived among reviewers and won all sorts Hz to 20 kHz, 0.1% THD) - the MRX 310 second generation include software upof awards from AV magazines and web- starts with 60 watts/channel (with 5 chan- grades via the USB port, better integra-
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tion with home automation systems, larg- backlight behind every button, which is
er, easier to read on-screen menu system, very useful when watching movies in a
dual speaker configuration, finer speaker dark room.
crossover adjustment steps, bi-amp ability
I absolutely loved the superb sound per(in MRX 510 and MRX 710 models) and formance of the previous generation MRX
a low standby power consumption of less 500 AV receiver, so could the new genthan 0.3 watts. Anthem is also working on eration MRX 510 really sound any better?
a iOS and Android control app, which will Only one way to find out - let my ears be
be available soon.
the judge.
Features that carry over from the previSetting up any new AV receiver begins
ous MRX generation, include conversion/ with the speaker/room correction system,
up-scaling of all connected video sources in this case the ARC 1M, short for Anthem
to HDMI, a 1080p24 mode, Dolby Vol- Room Correction 1M. What exactly does
ume, 3D support and an AM/FM tuner. the ARC do? I’m glad you asked. What
The receivers decoded all of the latest au- many movie and music fans don’t realdio formats including Dolby TrueHD and ize is just how dramatic of an impact the
DTS-HD Master Audio. There is also a room itself has on sound quality. Room
nice selection of listening modes such as dimensions, archways and even furniture
AnthemLogic, Dolby Pro Logic IIx, DTS all have an impact on the sound in your
Neo:6 and all speaker stereo. In addition room. The ARC is an industry leading
to the 8 HDMI inputs, there are also 2 system which analyzes each speaker’s incomponent and 1 composite video inputs room response and then sets output levels,
allowing for the connection of all legacy crossover frequencies and correction pavideo sources. The audio inputs offers 2 rameters for each channel. In other words,
coaxial, 3 optical and 5 analog RCA.
it flattens out the frequency response of
Technically, the MRX 510 has a fre- each speaker to produce the most natural,
quency response (rated at full power out- accurate sound possible in your specific
put) from 10 Hz to 30 kHz (+0, -0.5 dB), space.
a THD+N (1W output) rated at less than
The ARC 1M system consists of a micro0.04% (20 Hz to 20 kHz), and a signal-to- phone, a microphone stand, a USB cable,
noise ratio of 101 dB at full power output. an Ethernet cable and the ARC computer
Although this generation of MRX re- software. Unlike the room correction sysceivers is well equipped, it cannot be tems from other manufacturers, the ARC
considered as full-featured by today’s 1M requires a laptop computer to run
standards. The most notable items miss- the calibration because it requires more
ing from its feature list, are network and computing power than other similar sysBluetooth streaming, so you won’t be able tems. Anthem’s first generation required
to stream music from your home network the use of a serial cable for this process
or smartphone. This MRX series lack of which complicated things slightly because
HDMI 2.0 support also means that they modern laptops are not equipped with a
won’t accept 4K video at 60 fps.
serial port. Hence you also needed to use
Externally, this new generation of An- a USB to serial port adapter. The great
them AV receivers looks cleaner and news however, is that the new MRX resmarter. The new trio of receivers sport ceivers simplify this process greatly by usmuch few buttons on the front panels, ing an Ethernet cable instead. Here’s how
compared to the previous generation that it works - you install the software on your
was a little cluttered with buttons. An laptop, connect the microphone to your
updated circular button cluster, and an laptop via the USB cable, and connect
updated the large volume dial, flanked the the MRX receiver to your home network
display which remains the same from the with the Ethernet cable. Then you run the
last generation. A flap door in the bottom software, which plays test tones and uses
left neatly conceals an HDMI input and the microphone to analyze each speaker’s
1/4” headphone jack. Aesthetically, the in-room response (plus your subwoofer),
new MRX receivers present themselves as you move the microphone to differvery well. The remote control has also ent listening positions in your room. A
received an update, offering a taller, thin- minimum of five positions must be meaner body. Its most important feature is a sured, even if you don’t have that many
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seats, and up to 10 can be measured in
large rooms. Once the measurements are
taken, the software shows you a graph for
each channel which contains four pieces
of information: the uncorrected in-room
response, the uncorrected response with
bass management, the target response and
the corrected response with bass management. For home theatre enthusiasts this
is amazing information to have access to,
something that you don’t get from any of
the AV receiver manufacturers. Once the
measurements are completed, the software uses your laptop’s power to make its
calculations and uploads them to the AV
receiver.

performance
With the ARC setup completed, it was
time to have some fun. Paradigm’s Reference MilleniaOne 5.1 speaker system
has greatly enhanced the movie watching
experience in my living room for the last
few years. I fell in love with them the day
I set them up for evaluation back in 2011,
and purchased them after completing the
review. The MilleniaOne speakers have
compact, lifestyle enclosures perfectly
suited for smaller living rooms, and more
importantly offer a sound that blows most
listeners away - even audio reviewers. I
started my listening sessions with the
MilleniaOne speakers connected to the
MRX 510 AV receiver and watched a variety of TV programming, Blu-ray movies,
listened to music and even played some
games on my PS4.
I started my listening session by spinning up Toronto’s own Ray Montford and
his well-recorded album “A Fragile Balance”, through my Cambridge Audio Azur
751BD universal Blu-ray player. With the
MRX 510 set to a 2-channel (plus subwoofer) stereo mode, it laid a vast soundstage in front of me that stretched far to
the sides of the small Paradigm speakers
and deep behind my TV screen. It was
impossible not to get completely lost in
the music thanks to the near perfect tonal
balance and palpable perspective.
For something with a little more oomph,
I jumped to a long time favourite, Dire
Straits’ Brothers In Arms 20th Anniversary Edition SACD. Listening to the
2-channel tracks, this livelier disc got me
doing a dance on my couch in no time. The
fluidity of the presentation combined with
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the lush, uncoloured midrange brought
amazing listening pleasure to my ears.
The MRX 510 offered a highly detailed
and perfectly textured sound. I cranked
the volume and listened to the whole disc.
The sonic characteristics that I was presented with are those I would normally
associate with a 2-channel music system
rather than an AV receiver, the sound was
really that good. When I switched my
Cambridge Audio player to play the surround mix of the album, my enjoyment
heightened exponentially. I raised the
volume even louder, and while it got a
little loud for my dogs and they demanded
to go to the backyard, my ears never got
tired. Similarly, Pink Floyd’s Wish You
Were Here SACD sounded incredibly immersive and engaging.
I’ve always been somewhat of a space
buff and while reviewing the MRX 510, I
had the pleasure of watching several episodes of Carl Sagan’s reboot of the 1980
TV series called Cosmos: A Spacetime
Odyssey. The 2014 series, hosted by astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson, is so
well filmed that it presents a rare chance
to transport the viewer into a different
world, whether it’s on an atomic or cosmic
scale. The well composed surround track
of course has a great deal to do with this.
The MRX 510 allowed me to hear all the
delicate details of the soundtrack in the
front and surround channels. It presented
Tyson’s soothing voice delicately through
the centre channel. Thanks to the detailed,
immersive sonic experience, I lost myself
completely while watching each episode.
About half way through my listening
tests, I decided to move the MRX 510 to
my basement home theatre equipped with
a high performance 5.1-channel Monitor
Audio Gold GX speaker system. After
another run of the ARC system, the audio
benefits of these larger, incredible sounding speakers were immediately clear.
What I gained here when listening to music was a greater level of musical detail,
a larger and better resolved soundstage,
and increased dynamics. When watching
movies on the other hand, I was presented
with deeper, greater bass resolution and an
unmatched soundtrack immersion. These
Monitor Audio speakers allowed for the
MRX 510 to show its true sonic might.
I was enjoying myself so much during the
review sessions, I caught myself listening
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to many different concert Blu-ray discs,
far too many to mention in this review.
One of them was the Legends of Jazz
with Ramsey Lewis. Here the MRX 510
demonstrated how well it could construct
a three dimensional soundstage, with surround material. The size of the sonic landscape defied the dimensions of my living
room, with ample amounts of air between
the performers. The ARC system integrated the bass perfectly smoothly with
the satellite speakers. The piano sounded
rich and played with amazing fluidity.
The cymbal strikes, ranging from a gentle
tap to a violent strike, had a natural texture and realistic sustain. The highs were
never tizzy or edgy. The midrange of the
MRX 510 appeared to be spot on, without
any signs of colouration. Performer voices, both male and female, sounded sweet
and perfectly natural. The bass was also
superbly executed by the MRX 510, with
great articulation and texture definition the excellent Monitor Audio GXW15 subwoofer of course had much to do with this
as well. The great dynamics of the MRX
510 made the music come to life in ways
that only a high quality amplifier is capable of. Macro dynamics, like the slam
of a bass drum or an orchestral crescendo,
had proper impact and power. Equally as
important, micro dynamics, like the strike
of a triangle, played with speed and agility.
The MRX 510 also had a pleasant surprise on the video side. Unlike most AV
receivers, it passed the video processing
tests from the Spears & Munsil High Definition Benchmark Blu-ray with flying colours. This means that you’ll get excellent
video quality if you choose for the MRX
510 to deinterlace 480i or 1080i discs, like
the concert discs I enjoyed. Lower resolution video up-scaled by the MRX 510
also looked better than I would expect
from an AV receiver. Although this AV
receiver offers 4K by-pass, I didn’t get a
chance to test it as I’m not equipped with
a 4K TV set just yet.
But video test patterns on the screen
aren’t exactly interesting, so I quickly
moved on to watching a few movies. The
2012 version of Total Recall may not be a
highly rated movie but it has a soundtrack
that can stretch an AV receiver’s capability to the limits. The fast paced electronic
soundtrack and its pounding bass do a
great job of setting the atmosphere for

the dark future of the Colony. Regardless of how congested or loud the scenes
were, the dialogue was always clean and
anchored to the centre channel. The
smooth, sweet midrange of the MRX 510,
combined with its soundstaging capability, resulted in an immersive, cinema-like
experience.
Staying with the sci-fi theme, I spun
up was Star Trek: Into the Darkness on
Blu-ray. Much like my previous selection, the opening scene of this film offers
up a highly dynamic but this time orchestral soundtrack. With the volume at a
high level, the MRX 510 created a truly
cinematic experience, without ever showing any strain. Once again, thanks to the
power of the ARC system, the integration
between the satellite speakers and the subwoofer was right on the money. Dialogue
and sound effects transitioned seamlessly
between the channels. Just as significant
was the MRX 510’s low level volume performance because we don’t always need
movie theatre loudness. With the volume
turned down, I could still clearly hear everything going on in the soundtrack - the
dialogue was clear, as were the sound effects and the background music.
The Anthem MRX 510 AV receiver does
not offer an extensive list of features like
some of the other AV receivers out there
today. Instead what it offers is a musical
soul that is unlike any other, which can
give you goose bumps while listening to
music and total immersion when watching
movies. When researching AV receivers,
do yourself a great favour, and make sure
to listen to one of these new Anthem MRX
models. Once you discover their sound
performance, you’ll almost certainly want
to bring one home. Remember there are
three models to choose from, for all room
and pocket sizes. The MRX 510 gets my
highest level of recommendation which
goes hand in hand with the CANADA
HiFi Editor’s Choice award.

quickinfo
Anthem
www.anthemav.com
(905) 564-1994
Anthem MRX 510 AV Receiver
Price: $1,759 CAD
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Alpha Design Labs (ADL) X1 24/192 USB DAC Headphone Amplifier

George de Sa
Alpha Design Labs (ADL) is Furutech’s
affordable high-value brand. Over the
past year, I’ve gotten to know ADL and
their product line quite well. I’ve reviewed the ADL H118 headphone and the
ADL Esprit DAC & digital preamplifier
and made the decision to add both to my
reference equipment. The reviews appeared in our June/July 2013 and April/
May 2013 issues respectively and can
now be found on www.canadahifi.com. If
there is anything I’m partial to, it’s highquality, high-value products that produce
musically engaging sound and that’s just
what I found in both the ADL Esprit DAC
and H118 headphones. Lately, I’ve been
giving some thought to portable headphone amplifiers and given my positive
experience with ADL, I thought I’d spend
some time getting to know the ADL X1
24/192 USB DAC Headphone Amplifier
($499).

design | features
The ADL X1 is a very compact portable
headphone amplifier with an integrated
24-bit/192kHz digital-to-analog converter
and rechargeable internal battery for mo-
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bile operation. It supports a direct digital
connection for all-butthe-oldest iOS devices
via an Apple MFI certified USB cable connection for playback
of up to 16-bit/48 kHz
music.
High-resolution file playback is
also supported, up
to 24-bit/192kHz, by
USB cable connection
to a PC or Mac computer. I should mention that the ADL X1
does not have the ability to digitally connect
to Android devices.
However, ADL has
this covered with the
ADL A1 model ($649) which also offers DSD 2x decoding (2.8M and 5.6M)
when connected to a PC or Mac.
The ADL X1 is about the size of an
iPhone with about twice the thickness. It
measures just 6.8 cm (W) x 11.8 cm (L)
x 1.65 cm (D) and weighs a mere 147g.
The sides and back of the X1 are made of
an ABS plastic, however, it is in a tasteful matte-black with a suede-like antislip feel. The face is brushed aluminum
and hosts six miniature white LED lights
which indicate the incoming music signal
sample rate – a great feature in my book.
The faceplate is offered in four anodized
metallic finishes, including: blue, black,
silver and red. The review sample came
in the red, which I really liked – though
I confess that I’m a bit of an attention
seeker when it comes to my mobile gear.
Overall fit and finish is very good and if
I had to pick at anything, it would be the
volume control, which is made of a seemingly inexpensive plastic with a position
notch that I found difficult to see. To its
credit, the volume knob did have a positive on/off click and felt snug across its
sweep.
The ADL X1 sports numerous connec-

tions, including an analog 3.5mm headphone jack and 3.5 mm line-in jack, and
a slider-switch marked as 1/2 GND TRRS
that allows for matching to different 4-pin
headphone types (Sony or Apple). There
is also a USB miniB socket for computer/
charger connection, a USB A Apple MFI
Certified socket for Apple devices and a
3.5 mm headphone out jack that doubles
as a mini-optical S/PDIF 24/192 digital
output. A slider-switch can be found on
the back-side to toggle between Apple/
computer connection.
Internally the X1 uses some fine parts,
including: a high-performance ESSES9023 24-bit/192kHz DAC chip, a 3.7V
2600mAh lithium-ion rechargeable battery (7.5 playback hours) and a 4-layer
gold-plated printed circuit board. The
X1 can be recharged via a computer USB
connection or a dedicated power supply
(sold separately). Maximum power output of the X1 is 34mW (12 ohm), 60mW
(16 ohm), 82mW (32 ohm), 86mW (56
ohm), 36mW (300 ohm) and 19mW (600
ohm) – all at 1% THD/1kHz. Please see
the “quick info” box at the end of this
article for total harmonic distortion and
signal-to-noise ratio ratings.
The ADL X1 came packaged well in a
slip cover box with a foam insert. Along
with the X1 itself, the box contained a
generic USB cable (Type A to mini-B), a
3.5mm to 3.5mm cable, USB-A to 30pin
MFI iDevice cable and dust plugs for the
USB and optical S/PDIF jacks. And, I
can’t forget the handy ADL-emblazed
silicon elastic band for coupling the X1 to
a music-player/smart-phone.
To evaluate the X1, I used it with my
3rd generation iPad using the included
USB-A to 30pin MFI cable as well as an
upgraded ADL iD-30p cord ($66). To test
high-resolution file playback, I connected
the X1 to my PC using the included USB
A-miniB cord, as well as, an upgraded
1.8 meter ADL Formula 2 USB A-miniB
cord ($66). To make this work, I had to
install a software driver for the X1 from
the ADL website. Though I do own an
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iPod touch, it’s a 2nd generation dinosaur
and therefore unsupported by the X1 digital interface. I guess that’s what I get for
falling so far behind the train, I don’t expect many would find themselves in such
a situation.

performance
Most of my time was with the X1 and
my iPad - after-all, it is primarily a portable headphone amp. Using my reference
Shure SE535 in-ear monitors (36 , 119
SPL/mW) I did detect some noise from
the X1 when powering it on, which increased slightly when turning the volume
up to maximum with no signal. However,
when the music was on, I never noticed it.
In comparison, using the ADL H118 headphones, the noise was totally inaudible (68
, 98 SPL/mW). Impendence and resistance are surely the reason for this slight
difference. Listening to the bossa nova
album entitled Acoustic Brazil, a compilation by Putumayo, I found the male
vocals rich and full, as well as smoothly
defined with the X1 - when enjoying the
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song Cajuina, by Caetano Veloso. The little too much emphasis on the leading
opening guitar had a harmonic complete- edge of the note, with less overall body
ness that reeled me into the music. The and resonance communicated. Overall,
chime of a triangle was clearly positioned the iPad on its own added some tension
off to the right, just outside the confines to the sound and constrained the various
of my skull, coming through with a genu- elements within the confines of my head.
ine metallic sparkle. The playing of an The X1 on the other hand, was capable
accordion came with its characteristic of expanding the soundstage noticeably,
chirping/whirling sound but with no ag- pushing the vocals and instruments outgressiveness, in fact, I noted a particular ward to a perimeter just beyond the consweetness to the treble frequencies with fines of my skull – giving a greater sense
the X1. When it came to drum and bass, of space. When it came to drums and bass,
these were delivered with solid body and using the iPad to power the H118 headthump, demonstrating palpable dynamics phones directly, these instruments had
and producing an overall sense of expanse. less weight and sounded comparatively
In contrast, removing the ADL X1 and restrained in dynamics, while with the
listening to this song directly through my X1 driving my headphones, the bass and
iPad produced a noticeably harder and drums on the track were larger and more
crisper sound with bleached tonal colours. open. Overall, the X1 clearly brought
The triangle seemed to draw closer-in, more warmth, more ease and smoothness
brighter and more simplistic. Though the to the music, along with greater separation
iPad seemed to have definition in the high- of elements, as well as an increased level
frequencies, there was less sweetness of intricacy, delicacy and texture.
I also listened to a number of high-resoluto it, reduced sustain and less harmonic
complexity. This applied to the opening tion files, played through my PC with the
guitar plucks, as well, where there was a ADL X1 connected via USB. Listening to
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the song North Country II, by Ola Gjeilo
sidebar - ADL upgraded cables
from the album Stone Rose, (available as
a free hi-rez FLAC 24/96 download on the
2L website) I was entranced by the somWhile reviewing the Alpha Design Labs 24k gold-plated USB connector and
ber and gentle manner in which the piano
(ADL) X1 DAC and Headphone Ampli- double-layer shielding within a RoHSnotes were rendered by the ADL X1. The
fier I had the opportunity to try a few compliant sheath to ensure optimal perX1 successfully imparted the melodic inupgraded ADL cable products. The fol- formance. In addition, the main conflections of the instrument, while preservlowing are my conclusions about one of ductors are cryogenically demagnetized
ing a lovely burnished glow to the keys
the cables. The online version of this re- using Furutech’s Į (Alpha) Process. In
that only served to draw me deeper into
view also includes reviews of the ADL my trials, replacing the OEM cable with
the listening. The quietly entering violin
Formula 2 USB A-miniB Cable and the the iD-30pa, I perceived a more open,
strings conveyed the sinew of the strings,
natural sound with greater tonal comADL iHP-35M Headphone Cable.
while avoiding any bite or edge. When it
plexity and detail retrieval; whereas, the
came to the flugelhorn, the X1 provided
OEM cable sounded more etched, chisADL iD-30pa USB-A Cable:
a chesty and rich portrayal that lent to
The iD-30pa is a USB-A to an Apple eled and grainy. The looks are trendy
the melancholy emotion of the track. At
MFI 30-pin connector cable, offered as and the construction is above board. If
about the 4-minute mark into the song, all
an upgrade to generic/OEM cables. It you are using high-quality headphones
the instruments begin to play collectively –
permits a straight-through digital con- and listening to lossless files via your
piano, violin, flugelhorn and violin. With
nection from an Apple device to a USB- Apple device, the iD-30pa provides the
lesser amplification, the instruments can
A device such as the ADL X1 DAC opportunity to squeeze out another level
become a bit of a congealed mess but not
and headphone amplifier. The cable of performance.
with the X1. It managed to maintain defiincorporates Furutech Pure Transmisnition and instrument separation, allowing
sion technology with a silver-plated iD-30PA 0.10M Cable length: 10cm
me to follow the instruments individually,
Į (Alpha) OCC conductor (28AWG), (3.9in). MSRP: $72.00.
while still getting full appreciation for the
ensemble, as a musical whole. Moving ADL X1, Cassandra’s voice now took on ADL X1 to someone who doesn’t own a
back to the PC’s soundcard headphone a much more humanlike and dimensional high-quality pair of headphones – it’s best
output, the piano keys acquired a some- form – almost eerily so, with the dulcet to start there but having a high-quality
what glassy sheen, along with some hard- qualities of her voice being more evident. headphone demands a high-quality headness to the notes, while the violin strings Her voice also sounded richer, more de- phone amplifier to reap the full benefits
took on some additional edge at the ex- tailed and complex with the X1 and there and the X1 has a place there. The ADL
pense of naturalness. And, when it came was more in terms of dynamics - with X1 DAC and headphone amplifier is just
to the track at the 4-minute mark, the PC’s bass notes sounding more extended, fuller that, a high-quality, slick, feature packed,
soundcard added tension and congestion, and resolved. Listening to the bass string compact device that is capable of taking
making it harder to follow the individual plucks revealed not only the snap of the your headphone listening to new levels –
instruments.
strings but also a good sense of their re- and indulge.
Cassandra Wilson’s song, Another verberation over the frets. And the acousquickinfo
Country, from the album of the same tic guitar had a richer sound, baring its
name in FLAC 24/96 helped to reveal intrinsic wooden nature. Even the shakers
some additional qualities of the ADL X1. benefited from the X1, taking on a more
Alpha Design Labs (by Furutech)
I began with listening to this track through lifelike textured sound. Whereas, the PC
www.adl-av.com
my PC’s soundcard headphone jack using soundcard rendition of the track seemed
the ADL H118 headphones. The guitar somewhat closed-in, the X1 was able to
Distributed in Canada by
strings came across distinct and sharp open up the track and deliver it in a more
AuDIYo Inc., www.audiyo.com
but a little light on harmonics – yes, all relaxed and natural manner – attributes
905-881-9555
the primary notes were apparent but the that make for more engaged and longer
resonance qualities of the guitar were listening sessions.
Alpha Design Labs (ADL) X1 24/192
washed over. Bass was tight and provided
USB DAC Headphone Amplifier
The ADL X1 DAC and headphone ama sense of dynamic snap, while the shaker plifier convinced me of the solid benefits
Price: $499 CAD
came across with a grainy / sandy texture. that a high-quality portable headphone
When it came to Cassandra’s voice, her amplifier can bring to the headphone
Total-harmonic distortion at 1mW is
warm whispery quality was there and the listening experience. With the ADL X1,
0.033% (33ohms), <0.02% (300ohms)
track had an overall up-tempo drive. This my headphones sounded noticeably betand 0.0085% (600ohms). Signalis a beautiful track and the PC soundcard ter – providing me with added subtleties,
to-noise ratio is 95.5dB/32ohms,
was able to provide a level of musical en- smoothness, warmth, scale, dynamics and
98.1dB/56ohms, 101.6dB/300ohms
gagement, however, moving to the X1 re- musicality. I wouldn’t recommend the
and 102.1dB/600ohms.
vealed what I had been missing. With the
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LG 47LA6205 47-inch LED TV
Malcolm J. Gomes
The TV industry seems
to be emulating the
automobile
industry,
in that, over the past
few years, both sectors
have introduced sleeker, smarter, better performing models at significantly lower prices
than their predecessors.
It is indeed a great time
to shop for TV sets, as
you will find yourself
spoilt for choice. In
fact, when you surf the
web, if you own one
of the later models of
Smart TV sets, you
are probably spending
more time surfing on
your TV set than your
PC or Mac because of
the larger screen and the exponential increase in HD content now available on
the Internet.
One TV brand that was little more
than an afterthought just a decade ago
has slowly and steadily climbed up the
awareness and image ladder in consumers’
minds to now occupy pride of place in the
sector. That brand is LG. I am amazed at
how often this brand is now mentioned
in social circles when the topic turns to
which TV set people have or what they
intend to buy.

design | features
This being the case, I was quite excited
at the prospect of reviewing the latest series from LG, the LA6205 range which
comprises five screen sizes from 42” to
60” with all models offering Direct LED
configuration, 1080p resolution, 3D option, built-in Wi-Fi and 120Hz refresh
rate. The model under review here is the
47” with the model number 47LA6205
priced at $1,349.
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The set arrived in an attractive carton
and at just 15.6 kilos, it is a lot lighter
than I expected it to be. I had no difficulty unpacking and setting it up all on
my own. This TV set is really easy on the
eyes even before you switch it on and has
understated but elegant styling that is sure
to lend a touch of class to any room that
it is set up in. The steel gray stand is very
well designed and looks quite chic with
its flowing lines and stable stance.
The back of the TV has a set of commonly used controls including buttons to
manipulate the channel, volume, power,
settings and input selection. The rear connections include an optical audio output, a
component video input, an Ethernet input,
three HDMI inputs, three USB inputs and
a stereo audio input.
The LG ‘magic’ remote control immediately got my attention because it is so
small, light and has so few buttons on it.
My first thought was that it would not offer much control but I was proven dead
wrong. This remote control is a great
example of what can be achieved when

you put a lot of thought into design. A
vigorous side-to-side shake of the remote
brings up the cursor on the TV screen and
you can move the cursor by moving the
remote side-to-side or up and down.
This new LG TV series uses the direct
(aka back-lit) LED configuration which
has an array of LEDs arranged across the
back of the TV screen. This means that
the set has a depth of around 3 inches,
which is not as slim as some of the edgelit LED TV sets in the market. However,
because of this configuration, the picture
image, especially in terms of light dispersion, is a lot more uniform. This is unlike
some of the poorly implemented edge-lit
models where the LEDs are arranged only
on the edges of the screen and which, unlike direct LED TVs, need a waveguide to
spread the light across the whole screen.

performance
The picture quality on this LG TV is easily the best that I have seen in this price
range. The whites and blacks are rendered
with great accuracy and that sets the stage
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for more accurate reproduction of all the
other colours. The reds and yellows really
pop without being artificially enhanced.
Skin tones are breathtakingly true-to-life
and the micro details are so well rendered,
on close-ups of people’s faces, you can
easily see the pores on their facial skin.
With some newsreaders, the sheer accuracy of reproduction even shows up flaws
in their make up if it is not done well.
With its 120Hz refresh rate, this LG TV
is able to render fast action scenes with
minimum motion blur which made watching action movies and sports broadcasts a
real pleasure. I tried its 3D capability using the Cirque Du Soleil Worlds Away 3D
Blu-ray disc. The first minute was a bit
disorienting as my eyes adjusted to the 3D
image, but thereafter, the experience was
very enjoyable with the image depth on
certain scenes seeming real enough to trigger my reflex action to get out of the way
when objects suddenly hurled towards me.
This TV set comes supplied with a generous set of six polarized 3D glasses that
do not need batteries and will take care of
the viewing needs of even large families.
The 3D glasses are large enough to wear
over prescription glasses if you wear them.
They are light and comfortable enough to
wear even for a few hours without much
fatigue.
All the features are very well planned
and a lot more intuitive than most of the
other TV sets I have reviewed. I did not
even have to peruse through the owner’s
manual to get a good grasp of working all
the features on this model. The remote sits
in your hand very snugly and the scroll
wheel allows you to get to where you want
to go a lot faster than remotes without this
feature.
The TV set can be connected to the web
either with an Ethernet cable or wirelessly. I decided to go the wireless route and
the whole procedure took me just a few
minutes. Thereafter, using the cursor on
the screen, you can surf the web on the
majesty of a large screen TV that dwarfs
even the largest screens offered by PCs
and Macs. After surfing on the 47” screen
for around half an hour, the 21-inch screen
of my iMac suddenly seemed tiny in comparison.
The speed and accuracy of the voice
recognition system took me my surprise.
All you have to do is mute the TV, press
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the relevant button on the remote, wait
for the appropriate instructions to appear
on the screen and then clearly pronounce
the TV channel name or website that you
wish to navigate to. An animated figure of
a girl confirms if the name has been recognized with a light bulb appearing above
the girl’s head and the channel or site is
shown on the screen.
I decided to test this feature by saying
my own website address which is “meditation on cds.com” as that is as complicated as most websites. Without breaking
a sweat, the light bulb appeared above the
girl’s head and the home page of my website loaded in an instant, complete with the
photo of my mug smiling back at me. Using the scroll wheel on the remote I could
then move up and down the content and
navigate through the pages of the website.
Another very convenient feature offered
by this model is that once you connect
via HDMI and enter the brand and model
number of your Blu-ray player, you can,
at the touch of a button, actually bring up
a remote on the screen that will let you
control your Blu-ray player using the TVs
remote. In fact when you switch your
player on, you get a message on the TV
screen asking you if you want the TV set
to switch to the HDMI connected device.
When it comes to sharing home videos
or family or vacation photographs, the
new LG TV sets offer a plethora of ways
to do this comfortably even for large
groups. Rather than crowding around a
small computer screen, with an NFC tag,
you can transmit the video or picture image from the cloud, or a compatible smartphone or tablet directly to the much larger
screen on the TV set. You also have the
option of Miracast, which wirelessly mirrors files from your smartphone, tablet
or other compatible devices on the larger
screen of the TV.
Video gaming fans will love the fact that
this TV series will enable them to play two
player games in full screen mode, rather
than using a split-screen, when wearing
the included 3D glasses. The additional
advantage here is that your opponent cannot peek to see what is happening on your
screen thus making for a more competitive game.
The audio quality of the built-in speakers is above average for slim TV sets. At
low and medium volume levels the sound

is crisp and clear but at near maximum
volume levels, there is audible distortion.
This is easily mitigated by connecting the
optical output of the TV to your home theatre system so as to enjoy not just much
better quality sound but also the immersive experience of genuine 5.1 or even 7.1
surround sound that makes you feel like
you are part of the action rather than just a
spectator to it.
LED light sourced TV sets tend to last
significantly longer than older technology
sets. Typically an LED TV should deliver
around 45,000 to 90,000 hours of viewing
time depending on the setting it is adjusted to in terms of brightness. As with all TV
sets, the brightness of the picture image
will deteriorate with age.
LG TVs offer settings that will help extend the life of the set. These include a
sensor that continuously adjusts the backlighting automatically based on the ambient light in the room. You also have the
option of an energy conservation mode
that reduces the backlight and therefore
the brightness of the screen. If, to your
eyes, this reduced brightness does not
diminish your viewing enjoyment, it is a
good setting to have your TV set on, as it
will significantly extend the life of your
set.
With the typical 4 to 5 hours of viewing
time every day, this LG TV should last for
around 12 to 18 years before the picture
image gets too dim to watch comfortably.
Given that consumers usually use a TV set
for around 8 to 12 years before replacing
it, this is a reasonable lifespan to expect.
If you are in the market for a big screen
LED/LCD TV you would be well advised
not to pull the trigger until you have auditioned this new range of TVs from LG.
They are competitively priced, deliver
one of the best performances in their price
range and have designs that will add a
touch of elegance and class to any room.

quickinfo
LG Electronics
www.lg.com
1-888-542-2623
LG 47LA6205 47-inch LED TV
Price: $1,349 CAD
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DacMagic XS

USB DAC & Headphone Amplifier - $219

More Power
Deeper Bass
Increased Clarity

The best USB DAC for the biggest laptop sound
Listening to music on your computer is brilliant – instant, easy access to all your digital files and a world of
streaming services, internet radio and video sites. The cheap headphone output of a typical laptop or computer
is simply not good enough to get the best from your headphones.
The DacMagic XS USB DAC / Headphone Amp is an instant upgrade to any computer’s sound output. It connects
quickly and easily to any USB port and allows you to hear your favourite music and movies with every drop of detail,
exactly as the artist intended.

Distributed in Canada by Plurison
www.plurison.com - 866.271.5689

